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A
t McClure Law Group, the clients’ goals are of the 
utmost importance. Founder, managing partner, and 
CEO Kelly McClure, managing partner Francesca 

Blackard, and the rest of their talented staff work together 
to not only achieve these goals, but surpass them.  

“I think we’re the gold standard when it comes to the 
quality of work that comes out of our firm,” said Blackard. 
“We’re complimented all the time by our clients on being 
so much more prepared than the other side. We really 
give our hearts and souls to our clients and their cases.”  

Another way McClure Law Group ensures the satisfaction 
of their clients is their skill and effectiveness in the courtroom.  

“We have a unique practice in that we’re able to give a 
lot of credibility to what could happen at the courthouse, 
because we go there quite often,” said McClure, who is 
also managing partner and CEO of the firm. “I think that 

really helps clients facilitate a settlement, knowing that 
the alternative is we go to the courthouse and that’s an 
arena we’re very comfortable in.”  

With a combined experience of over 100 years, McClure 
Law Group knows Dallas clients want their family law 
dealings to be as seamless as possible. This is what sets the 
Firm apart with an in-house CPA and an in-house appellate 
attorney, which no other Dallas firm has. McClure Law 
Group also prides itself on seeing clients as human beings, 
not just income.  

“We do damage control in all aspects,” Blackard said. 
“Financially and emotionally, and I’m really proud that 
we’re not a firm that sees a high-net-worth  client and 
sees dollar signs. We see the client, their children, their 
spouse, and think of how to keep this post-divorce family 
as in-tact as possible.”  

In the past year, the team at McClure Law Group has 
only gotten better. New partners, Kate Mataya and Brandon 
Joseph, have gone above and beyond in their new roles and 
augment the knowledge and expertise of the already-
masterful McClure Law Group team.  

“We’re ahead of the curve with the lawyers we 
have,” McClure said. “They’re very impressive in terms 
of  their  writing  techniques and  complicated drafting 
on complex issues. A lot of firms don’t have our  level of 
expertise. Our talent pool at our office is just untouchable.” 
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FAMILY LAW
McClure Law Group  
100% FAMILY LAW 

Perfectionism, Perseverance, and Practicality drives McClure Law Group 
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